The double pulsar system, PSR J0737-3039A/B, is unique in that both neutron stars are detectable as radio pulsars. This, combined with significantly higher mean orbital velocities and accelerations when compared to other binary pulsars, suggested that the system would become the best available testbed for general relativity and alternative theories of gravity in the strong-field regime.
Here we report on precision timing observations taken over the 2.5 years since its discovery and present four independent strong-field tests of general relativity. Use of the theory-independent mass ratio of the two stars makes these tests uniquely different from earlier studies. By measuring relativistic corrections to the Keplerian discription of the orbital motion, we find that the "postKeplerian" parameter s agrees with the value predicted by Einstein's theory of general relativity within an uncertainty of 0.05%, the most precise test yet obtained. We also show that the transverse velocity of the system's center of mass is extremely small. Combined with the system's location near the Sun, this result suggests that future tests of gravitational theories with the double pulsar will supersede the best current Solar-system tests. It also implies that the second-born pulsar may have formed differently to the usually assumed core-collapse of a helium star.
Introduction. Einstein's general theory of relativity (GR) has so far passed all experimental tests with flying colours (1) , with the most precise tests achieved in the weak-field gravity conditions of the Solar System (2, 3) . However, it is conceivable that GR breaks down under extreme conditions such as strong gravitational fields where other theories of gravity may apply (4) . Predictions of gravitational radiation and self-gravitational effects can only be tested using massive and compact astronomical objects such as neutron stars and black holes. Studies of the double-neutron-star binary systems, PSR B1913+16 and PSR B1534+12, have provided the best such tests so far, confirming GR at the 0.2% and 0.7% level, respectively (5, 6) 1 . The recently discovered double pulsar system, PSR J0737-3039A/B, has significantly higher mean orbital velocities and accelerations than either PSR B1913+16 or PSR B1534+12 and is unique in that both neutron stars are detectable as radio pulsars (7, 8) .
PSR J0737−3037A/B consists of a 22-ms period pulsar, PSR J0737−3039A (henceforth called A), in a 2.4-hr orbit with a younger 2.7-s period pulsar, PSR J0737−3039B (B). Soon after the discovery of A (7), it was recognised that the orbit's orientation, measured as the longitude of periastron ω, was changing in tine with a very large rate ofω = dω/dt ∼ 17
• yr −1 , which is four times the corresponding value for the Hulse-Taylor binary, PSR B1913+16 (5) . This immediately suggested that the system consists of two neutron stars, a conclusion confirmed by the discovery of pulsations from B (8) . The pulsed radio emission from B has a strong orbital modulation, both in intensity and in pulse shape. It appears as a strong radio source only for two intervals, each of about 10-min duration, while its pulsed emission is rather weak or even undetectable for most of the remainder of the orbit (8, 9) .
In double-neutron-star systems, especially those having short orbital periods, observed pulse arrival times are significantly modified by relativistic effects which can be modelled in a theoryindependent way using the so-called "Post-Keplerian" (PK) parameters (10) . These PK parameters are phenomenological corrections and additions to the simple Keplerian description of the binary motion, describing for instance a temporal change in period or orientation of the orbit, or an additional "Shapiro-delay" that occurs due to the curvature of space-time when pulses pass near the massive companion. The PK parameters take different forms in different theories of gravity and so their measurement can be used to test these theories (11, 1) . For point masses with negligible spin contributions, GR predicts values for the PK parameters which depend only on the two a priori unknown neutron-star masses and the precisely measurable Keplerian parameters. Therefore measurement of three (or more) PK parameters provides one (or more) tests of the predictive power of GR. For the double pulsar we can also measure the mass ratio of the two stars, R ≡ m A /m B = x B /x A . The ability to measure this quantity provides an important constraint because in GR and other theories this simple relationship between the masses and semi-major axes is valid to at least first post-Newtonian (1PN) or (v/c) 2 order (12, 11) .
Observations. The time-series data of all systems were folded modulo the predicted topocentric pulse period. The adopted integration times were 30 s for pulsar A (180 s for JBO data) and 300 s for pulsar B. For A, these integration times reflect a compromise between producing pulse profiles with adequate signal-to-noise ratio and sufficient sampling of the orbit to detect and resolve phenomena that depend on orbital phase, such as the Shapiro delay. The integration time for B corresponds to about 108 pulse periods and is a compromise between the need to form a stable pulse profile while resolving the systematic changes seen as a function of orbital phase.
Timing measurements. For each of the final profiles, pulse times-of-arrival (TOAs) were computed by correlating the observed pulse profiles with synthetic noise-free templates (see Fig. 1 in (13), cf. ref. (7)). A total of 131,416 pulse TOAs were measured for A while 507
TOAs were obtained for B. For A, the same template was used for all observations in a given frequency band, but different templates were used for widely separated bands. We note that our observations still provide no good evidence for secular evolution of A's profile (15) despite the predictions of geodetic precession. The best timing precision was obtained at 820 MHz with GASP backend (see ref. (13) for details of this and other observing systems) on the GBT, with typical TOA measurement uncertainties for pulsar A of 18 µs for a 30-s integration.
For B, because of the orbital and secular dependence of its pulse profile (9), different templates were also used for different orbital phases and different epochs. A matrix of B templates was constructed, dividing the data set into 3-month intervals in epoch and 5-minute intervals in orbital phase. The results for the 29 orbital phase bins were studied, and it was noticed that, while the profile changes dramatically and quickly during the two prominent bright phases, the profile shape is simpler and more stable at orbital phases when the pulsar is weak. This apparent stability at some orbital phases cannot be attributed to a low signal-to-noise ratio as secular variations in the pulse shape are still evident. Consequently, the orbital phase was divided into five groups of different lengths to which the same template (for a given 3-month interval) was applied as shown in Fig. 2 of (13). In the final timing analysis, data from the two groups representing the bright phases (IV & V in Fig. 2 of (13)) were excluded to minimize the systematic errors caused by the orbital profile changes. Also, because of signal-to-noise and radio inter-ference considerations, only data from Parkes and the GBT BCPM backend were used in the B timing analysis.
All TOAs were transferred to Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) using the Global Positional System (GPS) to measure offsets of station clocks from national standards and Circular T of the BIPM to give offsets from UTC, and then to the nominally uniform Terrestrial
Time TT(BIPM) timescale. These final TOAs were analysed using the standard software package TEMPO (16), fitting parameters according to the relativistic and theory independent timing model of Damour & Deruelle (17, 10) . In addition to the DD model, we also applied the "DDShapiro" (DDS) model introduced by Kramer et al. (ref. (18) ). The DDS model is a modification of the DD model designed for highly inclined orbits. Rather than fitting for the Shapiro parameter s, the model uses the parameter z s ≡ − ln(1 − s) which gives a more reliable determination of the uncertainties in z s and hence in s. We quote the final result for the more commonly used parameter s and note that its value computed from z s is in good agreement with the value obtained from a direct fit for s within the DD model. Derived pulsar and binary system parameters are listed in Table 1 .
In the timing analysis for pulsar B, we used an unweighted fit to avoid biasing the fit toward bright orbital phases. Uncertainties in the timing parameters were estimated using Monte Carlo simulations of fake data sets for a range of TOA uncertainties, ranging from the minimum estimated TOA error to its maximum observed value of about 4 ms. For B, we also fitted for offsets between datasets derived from different templates in the fit since the observed profile changes prevent the establishment of a reliable phase relationship between the derived templates. This precludes a coherent fit across the whole orbit and hence limits the final timing precision for B.
It cannot yet be excluded that different parts of B's magnetosphere are active and responsible for the observed emission at different orbital phases.
In the final fit, we adopted the astrometric parameters and the dispersion measure derived for A and held these fixed during the fit, since A's shorter period and more stable profile give much better timing precision than is achievable for B. Except for the semi-major axis which is only observable as the projection onto the plane-of-the-sky x B = (a B /c) sin i, where i is the orbital inclination angle, we also adopted A's Keplerian parameters (with 180
• added to ω A ) and kept these fixed. We also adopted the PK parameterω from the A fit since logically this must be identical for the two pulsars; this equality therefore does not implicitly make assumptions about the validity of any particular theory of gravity (see next section). The same applies foṙ Since the overall precision of our tests of GR is currently limited by our ability to measure x B and hence the mass ratio R ≡ m A /m B = x B /x A (see below), we adopted the following strategy to obtain the best possible accuracy for this parameter. We used the whole TOA data set for B in order to measure B's spin parameters P andṖ , given in Table 1 . These parameters were then kept fixed for a separate analysis of the concentrated 5-day GBT observing sessions at 820 MHz. On the timescale of the long-term profile evolution of B, each 5-day session represents a single-epoch experiment and hence requires only a single set of profile templates.
The value of x B obtained from a fit of this parameter only to the two 5-day sessions is presented in Table 1 .
Because of the possible presence of unmodelled intrinsic pulsar timing noise and because not all TOA uncertainties are well understood, we adopt the common and conservative pulsartiming practice of reporting twice the parameter uncertainties given by TEMPO as estimates of the 1-σ uncertainties. While we believe that our real measurement uncertainties are actually somewhat smaller than quoted, this practice facilitates the comparison with previous tests of GR using pulsars. The timing model also includes timing offsets between the datasets for the different instruments represented by the entries in Table 1 in (13) . The final weighted rms post-fit residual is 54.2µs. In addition to the spin and astrometric parameters, the Keplerian parameters of A's orbit and five PK parameters, we also quote a tentative detection of a timing annual parallax which is consistent with the dispersion-derived distance. Further details are given in ref. (13) .
Tests of general relativity. Previous observations of PSR J0737−3039A/B (7, 8) resulted in the measurement of R and four PK parameters: the rate of periastron advanceω, the gravitational redshift and time dilation parameter γ, and the Shapiro-delay parameters r and s.
Compared to these earlier results, the measurement precision for these parameters from PSR J0737−3039A/B has increased by up to two orders of magnitude. Also, we have now measured the orbital decay,Ṗ b . Its value, measured at the 1.4% level after only 2.5 years of timing, corresponds to a shrinkage of the pulsars' separation at a rate of 7mm per day. Therefore, we have measured five PK parameters for the system in total. Together with the mass ratio R, we have six different relationships that connect the two unknown masses for A and B with the observations. Solving for the two masses using R and a one PK parameter, we can then use each further PK parameter to compare its observed value with that predicted by GR for the given two masses, providing four independent tests of GR. Equivalently, one can display these tests elegantly in a "mass-mass" diagram ( Fig. 1) . Measurement of the PK parameters gives curves on this diagram that are in general different for different theories of gravity but which should intersect in a single point, i.e., at a pair of mass values, if the theory is valid (11) .
As shown in Fig. 1 , we find that all measured constraints are consistent with GR. The most precisely measured PK parameter currently available is the precession of the longitude of periastron,ω. We can combine this with the theory-independent mass ratio R to derive the masses given by the intersection region of their curves: m A = 1.3381 ± 0.0007 M ⊙ and m B = 1.2489 ± 0.0007 M ⊙ . 2 Table 2 m B , using the GR equationω = 3( it is discarded. This procedure allows for the substantial uncertainty in the B mass function.
Allowed mass pairs are then used to compute the other PK parameters, assuming GR. This procedure is repeated until large numbers of successful trials have accumulated. Histograms of the PK predictions are used to compute the expectation value and 68% confidence ranges for each of the parameters. These are the values given in Table 2 .
The Shapiro delay shape illustrated in Fig. 2 gives the most precise test, with s obs /s pred = 2 The true masses will deviate from these values by an unknown, but essentially constant, Doppler factor, probably of order 10 −3 or less (10) . Moreover, what is measured is a product containing Newton's gravitational constant G. The relative uncertainty of G of 1.5×10 −4 limits our knowledge of any astronomical mass in kilograms but since the product T ⊙ = GM ⊙ /c 3 = 4.925490947µs is known to very high precision, masses can be measured precisely in solar units.
± 0.00050.
3 This is by far the best available test of GR in the strong-field limit, having a higher precision than the test based on the observed orbit decay in the PSR B1913+16 system with a 30-year data span (19) . As for the PSR B1534+12 system (6), the PSR J0737−3039A/B Shapiro-delay test is complementary to that of B1913+16 since it is not based on predictions relating to emission of gravitational radiation from the system (20) . Most importantly, the four tests of GR presented here are qualitatively different from all previous tests because they include one constraint (R) that is independent of the assumed theory of gravity at the 1PN order. As a result, for any theory of gravity, the intersection point is expected to lie on the mass ratio line in Fig. 1 . GR also passes this additional constraint.
In estimating the final uncertainty of x B and hence of R, we have considered that geodetic precession will lead to changes to the system geometry and hence changes to the aberration of From the timing data we have measured a marginally significant value for the annual parallax, 3 ± 2 mas, corresponding to a distance of 200 − 1000 pc (Table 1) , which is consistent with the dispersion-based distance that was also used for studies of detection rates in gravitational wave detectors (7). The observed proper motion of the system (Table 1 ) and differential acceleration in the Galactic potential (24) then imply a kinematic correction toṖ b at the 0.02% level or less.
Independent distance estimates also can be expected from measurements of the annual parallax by Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations, allowing a secure compensation for this already small effect. A measurement ofṖ b at the 0.02% level or better will provide stringent tests for alternative theories of gravity. For example, limits on some scalar-tensor theories will surpass the best current Solar-system tests (25) .
In GR, the parameter s can be identified with sin i where i is the inclination angle of the orbit. The value of s given in Table 1 • .14. This is consistent with our measurement only at the 3-σ level. As mentioned above, we used the DDS model to solve for the Shapiro delay. Fig. 3 shows the resulting χ 2 contours in the z s -m B plane. The value and uncertainty range for s quoted in Table 1 correspond to the peak and range of the 68% contour.
Because of the non-linear relationship between z s and s, the uncertainty distribution in s (and hence in i) corresponding to these contours is very asymmetric with a very steep edge on the 90
• side. Only close to the 99% confidence limit is the timing result consistent with the scintillationderived value of |i − 90
• .14 (26). We note that the scintillation measurement is based on the correlation of the scintillation fluctuations of A and B over the short interval when A is close to superior conjunction (i.e., behind B). In contrast, the measurement of i from timing measurements depends on the detection of significant structure in the post-fit residuals after a portion of the Shapiro delay is absorbed in the fit for x A (27) . As shown in Fig. 2 , the Shapiro delay has a signature that is spread over the whole orbit and hence can be cleanly isolated. We also examined the effects on the Shapiro delay of using only low-or high-frequency data, and found values of s consistent withing the errors in each case. The scintillation result is based on the plasma properties of the interstellar medium and may also be affected by possible refraction effects in B's magnetosphere. We believe that the timing result is much less susceptible to systematic errors and is therefore more secure.
Scintillation observations have also been used to deduce the system transverse velocity. (Table 1) . We note that the scintillation-based velocity depends on a number of assumptions about the properties of the effective scattering screen. In contrast, the proper motion measurement has a clear and unambiguous timing signature, although the transverse velocity itself scales with the pulsar distance. Even allowing that unmodelled effects of Earth motion could affect the published scintillation velocities by about 30 km s −1 , the dispersionbased distance would need to be underestimated by a factor of several to make the velocities consistent. We believe this is very unlikely, particularly as the tentative detection of a parallax
gives us some confidence in the dispersion-based distance estimate. Hence, we believe that our timing results for both inclination angle and transverse velocity are less susceptible to systematic errors and are therefore more secure than those based on scintillation.
We note that, with the inclination angle being significantly different from 90
• , gravitational lensing effects (29) can be neglected. The implied low space velocity, the comparatively low derived mass for B and the low orbit eccentricity are all consistent with the idea that the B pulsar may have formed by a mechanism different to the usually assumed core-collapse of a helium star (30, 31) . A discussion of its progenitor is presented elsewhere (32) . We also note that, as expected for a double-neutron-star system, there is no evidence for variation in dispersion measure as a function of orbital phase.
Future tests.
In contrast to all previous tests of GR, we are now reaching the point with PSR J0737−3037A where expressions of PK parameters to only 1PN order may not be sufficient anymore for a comparison of theoretical predictions with observations. In particular, we have measuredω so precisely (i.e., to a relative precision approaching 10 −5 ) that we expect corrections at the 2PN level (12) to be observationally significant within a few years. These corrections include contributions expected from spin-orbit coupling (33, 34) . A future determination of the system geometry and the measurement of two other PK parameters at a level of precision similar to that forω, would allow us to measure the moment of inertia of a neutron star for the first time (12, 35) . While this measurement is potentially very difficult, a determination of A's moment of inertia to a precision of only 30% would allow us to distinguish between a large number of proposed equations of state for dense matter (36, 37) Table 1 except the Shapiro-delay terms r and s which were set to zero and not included in the fit. While a portion of the delay is absorbed in an adjustment of the Keplerian parameters, a strong peak at 90
• orbital longitude remains clearly visible. This is the orbital phase of A's superior conjunction, i.e. when it is positioned behind B as viewed from Earth, so that its pulses experience a delay when moving through the curved space-time near B. The clear detection of structure in the residuals over the whole orbit confirms the detection of the Shapiro delay, which is isolated in (b) by holding all parameters to their best-fit values given in Table 1 , except the Shapiro delay terms which were set to zero. The line shows the predicted delay at the centre of the data span. In both cases, residuals were averaged in 1 • bins of longitude. 1.3381 (7) 1.2489(7) Supporting Online Material
Observing systems
The experimental data presented in the main paper are based on pulsar timing observations at several frequencies between 320 MHz and 3100 MHz using the Parkes radio telescope in Australia, the Lovell radio telescope at Jodrell Bank Observatory, UK, and the Green Bank At Jodrell Bank we used a incoherently dedispersing filterbank system. Its parameters are summarized in Table 1 , while details of the observing system can be found in ref. 4 .
Dedispersion
Since the interstellar medium (ISM) is ionized, the propagation speed of radio pulses depends on their radio frequency with pulses emitted at a high radio frequencies arriving earlier than low-frequency pulses. Unless this effect is accounted for, pulses will be broadened over the finite observing bandwidth. Two dedispersion techniques are in use. For "incoherent dedispersion", the bandwidth is sub-divided into a number of frequency channels which are detected and sampled independently. Dispersion smearing is thereby reduced to the smearing across an individual filterbank channel. The "coherent dedispersion" technique involves the application of an inverse "ISM-filter" to the raw voltage data received from the antenna (5). This technique is computationally more intensive but removes the effects of dispersion completely.
At Parkes and Jodrell Bank we obtained incoherently dedispersed data using the filterbank systems listed in Table 1 . The resulting profiles were summed across frequency channels with appropriate delays to remove the effects of interstellar dispersion. For the wide-bandwidth Parkes data, where the original frequency channels were folded with a reference frequency corresponding to the band centre, timing was performed on sub-bands. The number of sub-bands was chosen such that the dispersion delay across the sub-bands was significantly smaller than the overall timing precision. Analysis of TOA data separately for the different sub-bands properly accounts for the fact that data at different frequencies received at a given time correspond to different orbital phases at emission due to the differential dispersion delay (see e.g. (6)).
At the GBT, the BCPM data were divided in four frequency sub-bands, separately dedispersed, folded and timed. In contrast, each GASP 4-MHz channel was coherently dedispersed and folded using the channel centre frequency as a reference. The GASP channels were then summed appropriately to give a single TOA for each integration.
Pulse Time-of-Arrival analysis
Pulse times-of-arrival (TOAs) were computed by correlating the observed pulse profiles with synthetic noise-free templates (see Figs. 1 and 2 ; cf. ref. (7)). All datasets obtained at different epochs and frequencies with different data acquisition hardware and telescopes were studied for possible systematic errors and artificial correlations. Firstly, correlations between successive TOAs were investigated by computing the post-fit root-mean-square (rms) timing residuals with averaging of consecutive TOAs, expecting that the rms residual should decrease with the square-root of the number of averaged TOAs. Datasets with significant deviations from this expected scaling were excluded from the analysis. Secondly, for the GBT observations where we recorded data with two different data acquisition systems in parallel, we preferred to use to more accurate GASP data and only used BCPM data if no GASP TOAs were available within 2 minutes of a BCPM TOA. Thirdly, the uncertainties of the TOAs in the remaining datasets were studied by inspecting the reduced χ 2 achieved in the fit of the timing model. For most datasets we applied a small quadrature addition and a scaling factor to the uncertainties to obtain the expected value of χ 2 red = 1. No adjustments to the TOA uncertainties were needed for the GASP data; this is not surprising as the 8-bit sampling provides excellent profile fidelity. Finally, all retained datasets were combined in a weighted least-squares fit of the DD and DDS models.
Following these fits, we verified that the χ 2 red for each data subset was still close to unity. A total of 131,416 arrival times were included in the final analysis of A while 507 TOAs were used for B, most at frequencies close to 820 MHz and 1400 MHz. The much smaller number of TOAs for B results from several factors: JBO data were not used, the integration time for B was a factor of ten larger than for A, the data were summed over the entire observed frequency band, only about 20% of the orbit was used and finally, even in the analysed regions, B was often too weak to give a significant TOA. Figures 3 and 4 summarise the TOA distributions for the different observatories for pulsars A and B respectively. Finally, we present the covariance matrix as computed by TEMPO for the fit of the DDS timing model in Table 2 . a The number of channels and hence bandwidth that was used varied occasionally within a given session due to the removal of channels contaminated with radio frequency interference and/or occasional recording disk-space limitations. Supporting Figure 1 . Pulse profile templates used for TOA determinations for pulsar A. Similar but different templates were used for other frequencies and epochs. While B was clearly detectable in these three regions, it is actually brightest in the two cross-hatched regions, but because the shape of the profile evolves quickly and dramatically in these regions, they were excluded from the timing analysis. 
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